I. INTRODUCTION
A Web client experiences poor performance due to low bandwidth, high latency, network congestion, etc. A server can select a lower quality version of the resource or alter the manner of content delivery to improve performance. We present early measurement results on the actual latency reduction for a wide class of real and geographically dispersed set of cfients. Earlier research work in compression, delta encoding, use of content distribution networks (CDNs), etc. has examined Web performance via the lens of individual improvements in reducing user-perceived latency or load on servers. They use different methodologies, workloads, and vafidation techniques. We examine multiple performance related factors in a single unified framework, a set of server actions to improve performance, and use a canonical set of container documents with various distributions of embedded objects in terms of number and size. Our work can be applied by a variety of sites to test the potential improvement of clients that visit them.
Our active measurement testbed consists of clients with different connectivity sending requests to a few Web servers under our control, helping us to examine performance components in an automated fashion. By downloading a canonical container document set via clients with different connectivity capabilities, we can measure the actual improvement as a result of various server actions. Actions include altering the content (server choosing a reduced version for poorer clients by including fewer or thinner embedded objects ), using a CDN when round-trip latency between client and server is high, altering how content is delivered (by compressing, or bundling embedded Krishnamurthy and Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use it granted without fee prdqided that copies are not made or distributed for profit.or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full., citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers~ or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
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II. METHODOLOGY
We want to investigate actions that a Web server can take to reduce download time for a client. While dynamic generation of Web content can take a nontrivial amount of time, the generation is under control of the server and can be improved independent of content delivery. The frequency and amount that content changes can significantly affect the usefulness of caching and delta encoding, but these techniques are only relevant for repeat accesses by a client or cluster of clients for a page.
For now, we focus on characterizing pages based on the amount of content of a page because this affects the first access by a client for the page. We examine the number of bytes in the container object, the number of embedded objects and the total number of bytes for the embedded objects and investigate which server actions are the most effective in reducing download times for different combinations of characteristics that a page may have. We identified Web content that covered the "space" of these charactefistics and populated a canonical test site with realistic content known to be requested by clients. The site was then used for retrieval of content in the context of different server actions.
We used recent proxy logs from a large manufacturing company with over 100,000 users, examined requests to the container object of a page by looking for HTML URLs, and selected the 1000 most popular pages. In April 2002 we downloaded each container object and embedded objects (frames, layers, cascading style sheets, Javascdpt code and images) to determine the size of these objects. Objects referenced as a result of executing embedded Javascnpt code were not considered. 641 URLs containing one or more embedded objects were successfully retrieved and using 33% and 67% percentile values we created a small, medium and large value range for each characteristic. Using these three ranges for each of the three characteristics defines a total of 27 "buckets" for the classification of an individual page. The cut off for conminer bytes in small, medium and large were less than 12K, less than 30K bytes, and more than 30K bytes respectively. Similarly, for the number of embedded objects it was less than 7, 22, and more than 22 and for embedded bytes 20K, 55K, and more than 55K bytes.
We determined the number of pages that fell in each bucket with the percentages available in [2] . We also looked at the home pages of 131 popular [3] Web sites using the same bucket ranges, as a comparison. These pages have a larger number of embedded objects and bytes than the popular pages from the company proxy log. This distfibution simply indicates that the effect of server actions for more embedded content is of greater interest for popular site home pages.
We defined the ranges primarily to identify pages that spanned the space of all possible characteristics. We selected two representative pages from each bucket of the proxy log pages. In buckets containing many pages we tried to select two pages that were representative of charactedstics within the bucket. In all, we selected 44 pages (not all buckets contained two pages) to cover the space of characteristics and downloaded them to a test site using wget. wget localizes links to embedded and traversal links, although it does not identify objects such as style sheets and Javascnpt objects and so these were separately downloaded. For redirection responses, URLs in the container object were changed to match the downloaded name.
Additional objects were created in preparation for testing the various server actions: compressed version of each container object using gzip, single bundled object with the embedded objects for each page, and a separate compressed bundle object. For offloading embedded content from a server to a CDN, we crawled the content of a Web site known to use a major CDN 1 and cataloged a large number of objects along with sizes served by this CDN. We then matched each object at our test site with a similar size CDN-served object. We installed the test site on unloaded servers on both coasts of the U.S. We then used httperf [4] from six other client sites to make automated retrievals to each test server and CDN site for testing of the various server actions. See [2] for details of the results; they are summarized below.
III. CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING WORK
This is the first study that we are aware to look at the impact of server actions for a variety of content and client conditions where each action is measured on a common platform and cumulative effect of two or more actions can be evaluated. High volume websites can benefit from our results by examining their content mix to see how different actions will benefit their clients. The summary of our lWe did not use the AT&T CDN to avoid appearance of bias.
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experimental results show that:
• Compression of HTML content is not universally useful. We did not find that compression had a significant effect on reducing response time for well-connected clients. Compression is an effective action when the client is bandwidth-constrained.
• The CDN was useful for improving performance of well-connected clients, but not so for bandwidthconstrained clients even when it provided a lower RTT for clients. This result extends what we found in [1] . Note that these comparisons were made with relatively unloaded servers.
• Persistent connections with serialized requests do not provide a significant performance improvement under a wide variety of client/content conditions.
• Persistent connections when combined with pipelining are only significant for high bandwidth clients.
• Bundling content, like pipelining, has some use particularly for better connected clients. Using CDNs to serve bundles is also a good idea for well-connected clients. Compressed bundles can have a significant effect for all types of clients.
• In terms of lossy actions, removing embedded objects has a significant effect in all cases. However, reducing the quality of embedded objects without reducing the number does not yield a significant improvement under most circumstances.
• Client connectivity, not latency, matters for determining which actions have significant performance effects. Our results are consistent for clients with similar connectivity despite large variations in latency.
We are examining the cost to the clients for dealing with modified content sent by the server, as well as costs of unbundling and other actions. We are also looking at other possible server actions and policies regarding cachability of objects. An implementation with a modified Apache Web server that characterizes clients as per their connectivity and takes an appropriate action is under way.
